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attributable to the Camaro’s 245/50ZR-16
Goodyear Eagle RS-A tires, which had
plenty of contact patch but didn’t seem to
deliver a whole lot of grip.

All hands were quite impressed, how-
ever, by the Camaro’s aggressive willing-
ness on mountain roads. Although there
was some kvetching about numb steering,
the Z28 was just flat uncatchable in twisty
territory. True, some testers felt the Mi-
tsubishi was a little less intimidating in
this kind of work, but we eventually
agreed that this was because there was a
much stronger sense of immediacy with
the Camaro. It got down the straight
stretches faster, it carried higher cornering
speeds, and when the corner exit arrived,

it was “Hasta la vista, muchachos!”
“Definitely the sports-car champ in

power and handling,” said the logbook.
“Brakes hold up well in hard use, too.”

Although the Camaro held almost all
the performance aces, its comfort-and-
convenience ratings were subpar. To be
fair, it was surprisingly free of wind buf-
feting with the top down, and its simple
three-piece tonneau cover was by far the
easiest to install.

But the interior materials in this
Chevy—a festival of unabashed plastic
and tacky mouse-fur upholstery—would
look more appropriate in a Trabant than in
a $30,000 all-American. As in the Mus-
tang, it was virtually impossible for at least

some testers to achieve a comfortable
driving position, although the Z28’s seats
were slightly more supportive. And the
back seat was equally useless. Some irri-
tating quality problems showed up in the
logbook, too—a persistent rattle some-
where in the folding-top mechanism, and
intermittent wind leaks around the win-
dows. Compared with the front-drive cars,
the Camaro’s level of refinement definitely
belongs to another era.

Still, we favor cars that deliver plenty
of punch and athletic competence. It’s that
old-time religion here at Car and Driver,
and the Camaro Z28 delivers more of it for
the money than anything in this class.
Hallelujah!
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engine mission brakes handling ride comfort nomics amenities value styling motoring drive RATING*

CHEVROLET 10 9 9 10 8 7 8 5 8 8 9 10 93
CAMARO Z28

CHRYSLER
SEBRING 6 8 7 7 8 8 8 9 9 9 8 7 89
LIMITED

FORD 8 7 8 8 7 6 7 6 7 7 7 8 83
MUSTANG GT

MITSUBISHI
ECLIPSE 7 9 7 9 8 9 8 7 8 8 8 9 91
SPYDER GT

TOYOTA
CAMRY 6 7 7 6 8 8 8 10 8 7 6 6 80
SOLARA SLE

HOW IT WORKS: Editors rate vehicles from 1 to 10 (10 being best) in each category, then scores are collected and averaged, resu lting in the numbers shown above.
* The overall rating is not the total of those numbers. Rather, it is an independent judgment (on a 1-to-100 scale) that includes

other factors—even personal preferences—not easily categorized.
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